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There are two kinds of people in the world. The 1st Type wants to be 
left alone while the 2nd Type will NEVER leave you alone.

The Earth is a complex life support system. It is home to 8.7 million+ 
species of animals, 3 Trillion+ Trees, 391,000+ species of plants, and 7.9 
billion people. Did you know that the entire population of the world (7.9 
billion people), could ALL fit in the state of Texas, USA. This would re-
quire a density of population equal to that of New York City. So contrary 
to what the rich and governments keep telling you, the world is NOT 
overpopulated. It’s just that the rich want ALL the land for themselves.

The world’s TOTAL landmass comes to 36.8 billion acres. Do you know 
that just 15 people in this world own 21% of that land - which comes to 
7.8 billion acres of land. In other words the rich don’t want YOU on this 
planet and are trying to find ways to delete YOU off of it. Bill Gates was 
NEVER a farmer and yet he is the biggest farmland owner in the United 
States, owning a land mass that’s bigger than the size of Hong Kong. He 
has no Medical background and yet he is the one behind ALL vaccines 
throughout the world. So you can now understand why he wants to 
depopulate the Earth with his poisons and Climate Change nonsense.

Covid Vaccines

The Insane Are Running The Asylum (Part I)

The Fourth Reich 
Restrictions in place: 

407 Days

12th March 2020:
“14 Days to flatten the 

curve......”

www.whiteroseireland.com

Decrease CO2 Levels for the Earth & Increase CO2 Levels for Humans!
Before the first mention of Climate Change in the 1980s several basic facts in science had been 

set in stone. FACT #1: The healthy Outdoor Carbon Dioxide level is between 350ppm and 
400ppm (parts per million). FACT #2: Scientists agree anything above 700ppm is dangerous to 
humans. FACT #3: Trees & Plants keep the CO2 levels low because without high levels of CO2 

all plants and trees die. FACT #4: CO2 is absolutely essential to ALL life on Earth.The Earth

Everybody Has A Number They Wish For, 
What's Yours? ...... "More".

1. Queen Elizabeth II (6.6 Billion Acres)
2. King Abdullah (531 Million Acres)
3. Pope Benedict (177 Million Acres)

4. King Mohammed VI (175.6 Million Acres)
5. King Bhumibhol (128 Million Acres)

6. H. bin Tariq al-Said (76.5 Million Acres)
7. King Gyanendra (36.5 Million Acres)
8. King Abdullah II (22.8 Million Acres)

9. King Jigme Wangchuck (9.6 Million Acres)
10. King Letsie 111 (7.5 Million Acres)
11. Emir of Kuwait (4.4 Million Acres)

12. King Mswati (4.3 Million Acres)
13. Irving Brothers (3.6 Million Acres)
14. Sheik Khalifa (2.8 Million Acres)

15. Ted Turner (2 Million Acres)
(Source Link)

The "Zero Emissions" Climate Change rhetoric began in the 1980s and since 
that time they have convinced humans through school propaganda, that 
Carbon Dioxide (CO2) the essential gas for all life - is bad for the Earth! 

From March 2020, the insane rich and politicians around the world have added 
a new component to their master plan - humans MUST wear a Face Mask for 
the next few years because THEY said so. One of the key people in the Climate 
Change agenda was a man by the name of James Edward Hansen who testified 
in US Congress in 1988. When his 'NASA analysis' was updated for 1988, the 
four warmest years in HIS record - were all in the 1980s. His FALSE and dismal 
forecast for the future in his testimony was completely destroyed, with the vol-
canic eruption of Mount Pinatubo in 1991 and from 1992 the Earth began to 
cool once again (Source Link). So are we now to believe that Nature is bad? 

CO2 is absolutely essential to ALL life on Earth. Let's see how nature emits 
levels of Carbon Dioxide that not even billions upon billions of people could 
emit into the Earth's atmosphere, even if they tried i.e., 39.7 Billion vs 
437.3 Billion. Why are children not taught these basics of Biology in school?

7.5 Billion People (2019)
Exhale 2.7 Billion Tons of CO2 Per Year

All Domesticated Animals
Exhale 7.3 Billion Tons of CO2 Per Year

Anaerobic Bacteria & Fungi
Emit 39.6 Billion Tons of CO2 Per Year

All Living Things (excl. above)
390.4 Billion Tons of CO2 Per Year

(Source Link)

Mid-Ocean Ridges & Volcanoes
Emit 645 Million Tons of CO2 Per Year

(Source Link)

Fossil Fuels
37 Billion Tons of CO2 Per Year

(Source Link)

Face Masks = Good, Nature = Bad

https://archive.ph/tEtnS
https://archive.vn/LJ4Qt#selection-1299.1-1307.89
https://archive.ph/eUlsS#selection-701.0-701.454
https://archive.vn/B08YR#selection-3481.0-3485.120
https://archive.ph/wip/s2Dhv


Maybe Governments Can Find A Way To Tax Animals, Insects, Fungi & The Oceans!
When you have corrupt scientists paid for by corrupt politicians in governments and corrupt corporation CEO's all 
over the world, this leads to but one reality = Unconstitutional Taxes & Destruction of Humans Rights on the People 
of the World. There isn't one politician ANYWHERE in the world that can be trusted and any CEO and or Celebrity 
who supports Climate Change - is a danger to all of humanity. The last 14 months of lockdowns and restrictions all 
over the world should have relayed that reality to people and their families. 

Why is Climate Change a very important topic for people around the world to have knowledge about? It is because 
insane politicians and the rich are going to use "climate change" - to reduce the population of the Earth. Let's use the 
basic facts from scientists to show how naive the world is with regard Climate Change. 

The previous page shows that: 
Humans and Fossil Fuels collectively emit 39.7 Billion Tons of CO2 every year (2.7 Billion + 37 Billion); and 
Domesticated Animals, Bacteria, Fungi, All Other Living Things = 437.3 Billion Tons of CO2 every year (7.3 + 39.6 +390.4).

The Oceans which comprise 70% of the Earth's Surface area absorb 2 Billion Tons of CO2 every year (Source Link);
Where does all this CO2 go to? Plants beneath the oceans and all over the Earth's surface die if they do not receive 
high quantities of CO2. All Plants EXHALE Oxygen and INHALE Carbon Dioxide. All Humans, Domesticated 
Animals & All Other Living Things EXHALE Carbon Dioxide and INHALE Oxygen. 

Ocean Plants play an essential role in oxygenizing the oceans around the world, making up for about 70% of the 
oxygen of the world, which in turn provides living things with fresh air (Source Link). This basic fact means Humans 
and all Living Things are in complete harmony with Plants, Trees and The Earth. We are NOT the enemy of each 
other. The enemy is Government and Corporations pushing for "zero emissions" of CO2 - which will kill every plant 
on this planet and this will lead to billions of people dying all over the world. So let's finish off ISSUE 4 of The White 
Rose Newsletter by building a diagram below, to illustrate the microscopic effect humans and fossil fuels have on the 
basic function of the Earth. Without high quantities of CO2 everything on the Earth dies. 

Politicians, CEO's & Celebrities Care About The People
To figure out why politicians, CEO's and Celebrities push the Climate Change Agenda, is supported by one conclu-
sion and that is, it is centered in "Narcissism". If they were all really worried about Climate Change, they would NOT 
be purchasing million dollar properties beside the sea and their Insurance Companies would NEVER insure their 
property at the slightest probability of it being destroyed by Climate Change. The general population are simply not 
in their gang and they are on an insane mission to delete you off this Earth as quick as possible and care not how they 
do it. People around the world should be as angry as this man who knows Climate Change is a tax and always was a 
tax and now governments are pushing the Climate Change Agenda alongside the Covid Scandal (Source Link).  
Humans are lambs to the slaughter if they do not increase their knowledge about the Climate Change deception......
The Rich part of society are trying to interfere with the Basic Biology of the Earth - that has survived in harmony 
with each other for billions of years. Their goal is to completely strip you of all your rights to live on this Earth. 
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https://archive.vn/UQ0Zx#selection-5515.0-5519.80
https://archive.vn/mYkpj#selection-657.0-657.176
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NjlC02NsIt0

